
A complete guide to 
creating an online 

event that adds 
hundreds of new 

followers to your list 
and brings huge 

value to your tribe.

How to Create a
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Giveaway Event
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Congratulations on downloading the Anatomy of a Giveaway.

When I ran my first list building giveaway event, I was really frustrated with the lack of 
information available on the internet about giveaways. Every link I click just led to someone 
wanting me to buy into their giveaway. No one was sharing how to create your own event.

It was like some big, secret club that I didn’t have membership in.

I could peer into a Giveaway by subscribing, but I couldn’t see the back end. I didn’t know the 
timing. I wasn’t sure of all the pieces that went into a successful event.

The frustration of not having great online resources left me feeling small, unimportant, and 
powerless. Fortunately I had a great business coach to guide me, but my sense of fairness kept 
me wishing everyone could have access to the how tos. 

When my own clients started doing Giveaway events, I built a timeline for them. It was simple 
to follow and allowed them to grow their lists, build connections with other amazing industry 
experts and gain additional respect in their fields. 

Over time, advising clients and doing many Giveaway events of my own, this guide was born. 

My wish is that you use it to create your own amazing Giveaway, to grow your list of perfect 
prospects, spread your message beyond your own backyard and, ultimately, make more 
money with more ease.

Have fun!

With all my heart,

A note from Julie
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What is a

A Giveaway Event is an online list-building strategy. The organizer gathers free gifts
from multiple experts who they would recommend to their tribe of perfect clients. The
gifts are high value tidbits which allow subscribers to the Giveaway to sample all of the
experts and decide which ones are worth following and buying from.

As the organizer, it’s your job to choose the experts, gather all the expert info, create
marketing materials and set up an opt-in page for participants to join the Giveaway.
You will also set up a gift page with links to each expert’s gift, so subscribers can choose
which gifts they want.

Experts are responsible for promoting the Giveaway to their subscribers, setting up
their own opt-in to collect new subscribers who want their gift, and deliver their gift.

As the organizer, your list will grow the most, because every subscriber will go through
your opt-in page to gain access to the gift page. You should also create a free gift that
will allow your subscribers to sample your knowledge and skills.

(If you have questions about free gifts, email me at julie@juliefoucht.com)

In working together you, the organizer, and the experts are able to pick up subscribers
and fans that you normally wouldn’t have access to.

Giveaway?



6 Months Before
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Connect with Your 
Highest Self
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Before starting any project connect with your 
Highest Self, the part of you that is divinely 
connected with Source. In your own way request 
that the project be blessed, aligned with your soul’s 
purpose and for the highest good of everyone 
involved. 

Check in with your Highest Self often throughout the 
project for inspiration, insights and an energetic 
boost to your intention. 



is my target audience? 

am I doing this? Set my intention to add _________ 
qualified leads to my list

will I promote? Live and on-line marketing 
strategies?

will the giveaway run? Do I want to time it around  
a holiday or special event?

is my theme? What is the promise to my audience? 
What will I name it? What categories of gifts will I 

include?

The 5 Ws
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Who can deliver within the categories of gifts I’ve decided to 
share? 

Include: 
proprietary info protection as directed by a contract lawyer

Promo expectations: # of solo emails to their list, # of times in 
their regular newsletter, # of social media posts

Info needed from them and date info is due
When you will deliver swipe copy for their  marketing use

Big names need to be asked early – their calendars 
are planned in advance

Be complete in including expectations

1000 or more Facebook friends/fans they can market to
Have a lead generation opt-in on their website & send 

newsletters
Are active on social media

Are in alignment with my values
Serve the same clients as I do in a different niche

Choose Experts
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3 Months Before
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Event Logo
Facebook Banner 
Webpage Header
Solo Email Header 
Postcards/ Flyers

Graphics
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6 Weeks Before
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Limited to number of words that will fit my gift page (75 words 
max.)

In the right pixel size and format to fit my opt in page 

In the right pixel size and format to fit my opt in page 

Limited to number of words that will fit my gift page (50 words 
max.)

Link to experts opt-in page for gift retrieval

Info Due From Experts
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2 Newsletter Posts, 3 Solo Emails
Daily Social Media Buzz

Newsletter Article, Solo Email, Social Media Posts

Day 0 – thanks for joining. Here is the link to the gift 
page (hyperlink)
Day 3 – How to get the most out of the giveaway
Day 7 – Reminder to download gifts
On each drip ask participants to share giveaway link

Day 0 -after end of giveaway: Thank you for 
participating and another free gift
Day 3- Tip for using gifts
Day 7- quote
Day 10- A bigger gift and request for phone #
Day 12- Invite into strategy session
Day 14- make calls to invite into strategy session

Write Promo Text
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Create a page, but do not publish until Giveaway starts

Use a Leadpage.com template or build
From scratch

Create auto responder and opt in link in my contact 
management system

Load my promo and follow up texts
Test messages

Webpages & Opt-in
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5 Weeks Before
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Get on the lists of experts in the giveaway so you can check that 
promo materials go out

Replace Experts who are not responding

Like expert’s Facebook biz pages and make sure you are friends

Experts
Like Herding Cats
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4 Weeks Before
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Info To Experts
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2 Weeks Before
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I just put together the graphics for my new and exciting surprise 
for you. It’s so awesome! Want to know what it is?

I’ve decided to do something really super fun to empower you in 
creating your kickass biz. Woohoo! I’m so excited, who’s excited 
with me?

Start to Buzz

Ok, I had to spill the beans early, but I now get to tell you about 
some of the super savvy amazing experts I’m going to share with 
you next week. 

I just can’t stand it. Do you want to know what it is I’ve been 
working on? It’s a giveaway event. I putting together XX experts 
who are going to give you XXXX.. ok, more later….

On Social Media Platforms
Can I make my buzz visual?
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The Day Before
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Check that all links, mine and experts, work. Let experts know if 
they have broken links.

Remind the experts that it’s starting and they should send a solo 
email

Send a thank you at all team members who have helped

Breathe
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Start Day
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Announcement Solo email to my list

Start Facebook ads
Make Facebook banner live other 

Start Social Media posts
Start ads on other platforms

Send eBlasts to my Networking orgs Distribute 
postcards at every networking event I attend 

for length of Givaway
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Throughout Event
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Promote
Promote
Promote
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1 Day After
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Send thank you to experts and ask for feedback

Begin follow up drip

Rest !!!

The Last Step
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About Julie Foucht
Julie Foucht is a life-long entrepreneur who shows female coaches, 
teachers, trainers and soul-centered service providers, who are 
frustrated with traditional marketing, how to build 6-figure businesses 
that honor their feminine essence. 

As the founder of the Art of Feminine Marketing, Julie teaches that  
success is inevitable when business is fashioned from a feminine, soul-
whispered mission supported by dynamic marketing strategy.
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Receive a complimentary ”Feminine Business Assesment” 

telephone session with Julie by scheduling time at:

https://juliefouchtcoaching.as.me/exploration


